
 
 

 

Party Pack Printing Directions 
The items below are to show you what is available.  Please click each individual link on 
our website to print.  They will NOT print properly from the pdf below. 

 
Water bottle labels: 
These fit standard sized water bottles and some of the mini's as well. I highly 
recommend printing on water resistant label sheets, this PDF design is formatted to fit 
these awesome labels which resist ink bleeding, you can check them out HERE.   
These labels fit all standard sized water bottles.  
 
1.5 inch round tags: 
These can be printed as a label or as a tag.  To print as tags, simply print on card stock. 
To print as labels, print on full sheet labels and then cut. Cut with a 1.5 inch round craft 
punch. 
 
2 inch square tags: 
These can be printed as a label or as a tag.  To print as tags, simply print on card stock.  
To print as labels, print on full sheet labels and then cut. We recommend using a paper 
cutter to cut. 
 
Bag Toppers: 
Simply print, cut, and fold over treat bag.  Close together with staples or glue dots.  We 
highly recommend using a paper cutter. This design fits a 4x6 inch cellophane treat bag. 
 
Banner: 
These can be printed on any type of heavy paper or card stock.  We recommend using 
a paper cutter to cut. Banners can be created in many different ways.  Punch holes at 
the top corners or make small slits, thread with ribbon or twine, use grommets, or get 
creative and do it however you would like! 

 
Please make sure your printer is set to "do not scale" before printing. 

 

http://www.etsy.com/listing/68520945/5-water-resistant-inkjet-water-bottle�
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You’re Invited...
event:

host:

date:

time:

location:

R.S.V.P.:
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